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Welcome
The last few months have been busy ones for DAS.
We have been involved in a number of events and
fundraising activities culminating in the launch of
the Singapore Cruise Centre’s fundraising
campaign which will last for the next four months!
We are very excited about this campaign and we
hope to raise a significant amount of money for
DAS.
Youth for Causes continues to be a successful
project for DAS with five teams energetically
raising funds for DAS through different activities
around Singapore. Please support these young
people if you see them when you are out and
about.
SG50 also brings about events for DAS with one
happening in the UK with a collaboration between
the British Dyslexia Association and DAS. We are
proud of our relationship with this international
dyslexia partner and our bond grows stronger with
a this collaboration to support young adults with
dyslexia.

The cover story is all about our recent DAS
Academy conference, UnITE SpLD, Connecting
Minds and Redefining Possibilities, which brought
together like minded professionals, parents and
educators to discuss learning differences and
inclusion in the Singapore educational
environment.
Lastly, I would like to recognise the success of two
of our young DAS dancers Deanna and Drea who
were part of the Dance Thrilogy troupe who were
successful in entering the finals of the Asia’s Got
Talent show. Both girls are from our Parkway
Parade Learning Centre and we wish them well in
their future dancing careers!
I hope you enjoy this issue of FACETS and that it is
as informative to you as much as it was for me.

Deborah Hewes
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REGISTER NOW
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73 Bukit Timah Road, #05-01
Singapore 229832



Saturday
22 August, 2015
9:00am to 5:00pm
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Robin Moseley receives his
OBE from Prince Charles
By Deborah Hewes
Head, Publicity and Publications
Robin Moseley received the Order of the British Empire
medal (OBE) from Prince Charles at Buckingham Palace
in May. He is pictured above with his wife Glynis and his
son Matthew.
Robin received his OBE for his stellar efforts in
developing the Dyslexia Association of Singapore into
the thriving and vibrant charity over the 12 years while he
was CEO.
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SG50 Celebrations in the UK
BDA & DAS Collaboration
By Deborah Hewes
Head, Publicity and Publications
evening that was organised to help raise funds
for both organisations as well as a SG50
Celebration. So far the event has raised £3,350
(approximately S$7,000) with more money
expected in mail in donations.

The two dyslexia charities have a long and
positive history of working together and both
organisations are keen to forge closer links in
order to achieve a shared vision to raise
awareness and provide more support for dyslexic
people.
BDA represented by Dr Kate Saunders and DAS
represented by ex-CEO Robin Moseley spoke to
guests gathered at the “JAZZ-UP Singapore”

Pictured above, Kate Saunders, CEO of BDA (left) and
Robin Moseley, former CEO of DAS
7
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Guests attending the JAZZ-UP
Singapore SG50 Fundraising
Event at Oxford, UK.
Pictured left with a few
guests is Mr S Iswaran
Minister, Prime Minister’s
Office, Second Minister for
Home Affairs and Second
Minister for Trade and
Industry and to his left is the
Singapore High
Commissioner for Singapore,
Ms Foo Chi Hsia.
Photos Courtesy of Roland
Kemp Photography—UK
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BDA & DAS Collaboration 2015
How funds raised will make an impact
We plan to use the funds raised at JAZZ-UP Singapore to deliver a collaborative project that will further
help raise awareness of dyslexia across both countries. Funds raised will therefore be used to deliver
the following initiatives:

1. Social events and shared learning
To coincide with World Dyslexia Awareness Week
in October (5th to 12th) 2015, DAS and their
alumni will organise a social event with an
awareness twist. Both charities recognise that one
of the keys to success is to embrace lifelong
learning. Therefore funds raised will help to
provide;


A platform for DAS Alumni members to
meet and network.



An awareness event with external speakers,
industry experts and fellow Alumni speakers.



Showcasing Dyslexia Mentors/Dyslexia
Ambassadors. Information about the
activities would be shared between the two
organisations, including through posting
ofpictures and script about the events/
activities on social media and BDA and DAS
websites, and potentially also on the
European Dyslexia Association website.

achieving success from fellow Alumni members.

2. Creating buddies and mentors

We will provide support to enable young adult
dyslexics, especially alumni of DAS, to become role
models, buddies, mentors, professional skill
trainers for our younger ones. Funding will be
required to develop these young adult dyslexics for
such roles.
Dr Kate Saunders the Chief Executive of BDA, will
visit Singapore to deliver training to young dyslexic
adults to enable them to mentor and pass on
practical strategy tips to younger dyslexic
individuals.


Information about awareness raising will be
shared across both countries.
Through this sharing amongst the alumni, we hope
to expand their world view, gain deeper insight
into the needs and strengths of dyslexic young
people and also learn the key attributes to







To help DAS student alumni volunteers to
become buddies and mentors for younger
students including those entering Initial
Teacher Education, polytechnics or
universities.
DAS alumni who are working adults will
conduct self-improvement/job exploration
workshops for post-secondary dyslexics.
Additionally, DAS alumni can become
ambassadors for dyslexia friendly work
environments in Singapore.
DAS staff would also attend the renowned
BDA International Conference in March 2016,
for collaborative meetings with the BDA.
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In celebration of the 50th anniversary of
Singapore’s independence as well as the
establishment of diplomatic relations with the
United Kingdom, the British Dyslexia Association
(BDA) and the Dyslexia Association of Singapore
(DAS) will be embarking on a collaboration that
showcases a new sphere of bilateral
cooperation.
Supported by BDA’s expertise in training and
awareness campaigns for young adults with
dyslexia, DAS will continue to provide for its large
pool of clients by initiating a new project
supporting post-secondary students and young
adults who may wish personal and career
guidance.

DAS is pleased to be a partner with BDA in bringing greater support to young adults with dyslexia and in
working towards greater inclusiveness of individuals with dyslexia.

10
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The British Dyslexia Association (BDA) will
provide training sessions for staff and past
students of the Dyslexia Association of
Singapore (DAS).
They will be trained in leadership and
mentorship which will enable them to take
on mentorship roles to young students with
dyslexia to provide them with peer support
and guidance.

Young adults with dyslexia will be
groomed to conduct self-improvement
as well as job-exploration workshops
for individuals with dyslexia who have
completed their secondary education.

BDA and DAS believe in an inclusive
environment for individuals with
dyslexia, be it in school or at work.
Training will be provided for DAS
Alumni to become ambassadors for
dyslexia-friendly work environments in
Singapore.
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EARCOS Conference!
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
By Minqi Chua
Specialist Psychologist
MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme (Admissions)

D

uring the East Asian Regional Council
of Schools (EARCOS) Conference, Dr
Tim Bunn and I represented DAS in
presenting a workshop on psychological
testing. The conference was held from 25 to
28 March 2015 at the Sutera Harbour Resort in
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia.
This conference was hosted by the EARCOS in
collaboration with the Special Education Network
in Asia (SENIA). The theme this year was
Language for Life. A large group of over 1,000
delegates, mostly teaching staff from International
Schools all over Asia, attended the event. There
were also small groups of psychologists, speech
and language therapists and other professionals.

12

Inclusivity – helping students with
learning, behaviour, and other
differences integrate better into
classrooms. Broad strands of areas
covered throughout the
conference included special
education, literacy/language
teaching, counselling, early
childhood education, and
cultural differences.
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One of the key ideas raised during this
conference was Inclusivity – helping students with
learning, behaviour, and other differences
integrate better into classrooms. Broad strands of
areas covered throughout the conference
included special education, literacy/language
teaching, counselling, early childhood education,
and cultural differences.
During the talks and workshops, many speakers
shared their own experiences and strategies
used when working with students with special
needs. Besides these, there were even interesting
topics which are not commonly covered in
teaching workshops, such as transgender
children and using Fengshui to improve the
classroom environment!
Along with the increased use of technology in
improving the process of teaching/learning,
many workshops covered the use of applications
in classrooms. The full-day pre-conference which I
attended was conducted by Greg O’Connor on
Using Mobile Technology to Support Students
Struggling with the Literacy Requirements of
School. It was a fun-filled and fascinating session
as we had the opportunity to try out with the
various applications available on the market.
Many of them hold potential as tools in
classrooms, where they can be used to
circumvent students' difficulties in areas such as
limited access to text, note-taking, writing, and
even finding their way around in the community.

opinions on the use of psychological tests, while
many special needs teachers raised their
concerns on the psychological testing practices
they observed in their school and country. Many
of the points raised were thought provoking, and
they have since helped me in reflecting on my
own practices at DAS.

The workshop conducted by Dr Tim Bunn and me
was well-received by the audience, which
included psychologists, as well as mainstream/
special needs teachers. The audience was active
and engaged in the discussion held during our
workshop. The psychologists provided their
Overall, the conference provided an enriching
and valuable learning experience. Besides
learning more about intervention strategies, there
were many opportunities for networking with
fellow professionals through the well-organised
receptions held. Moreover, the performances
were interesting and the food provided was
wonderfully delicious!
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Empower Lives!
A Citi-YMCA Initiative
By Jacquline Song & Hema Krishnan
DAS Fundraising Team

Y

outh for Causes 2015, a joint initiative by
Citi-YMCA, got into gear on 21 May at the
official launch held at Anderson Junior
College. The event was graced by the Guest of
Honour, Professor Leo Tan, Director (Special
Projects) from the Faculty of Science, NUS.
We are proud to announce that this will be the
third year that DAS is participating in this
fundraising event. This year, DAS has five teams
that were shortlisted by a panel of judges from the
initial nine that had chosen us as their adopted
beneficiary.
Interestingly, last year’s teams from Hwa Chong,
Dunman High and River Valley High have passed
on the torch to their juniors this year, both of whom
are keen to best the records set by their seniors.
The enthusiastic teams hail from Hwa Chong
Institution, National Junior College, River Valley
High School and a group of young working adults,
all poised and ready to champion our cause
14
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3

2

through a slew of activities and events such as
street sales, a movie gala, a concert as well as a
charity golf event.

4

Armed with DAS donation tins and attractive
items for sale, these youths can be spotted island
-wide during the period of 21 May till 13
September. We ask that you lend your support
by contributing to their cause if you chance upon
these budding entrepreneurs with a heart in the
streets!

5

1.
2.
3.

START SMALL—River Valley High School
ACELEXIA—National Junior College
PROJECT GUARDIAN—Hwa Chong Institution

4.
5.

MY MAD COW—Working Adults
PROJECT TYPO—Hwa Chong Institution
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Care and Share
Extended to March 2016
By Jacqueline Song
Head, Fundraising

The government will extend its support for the
Care & Share movement to 31 March 2016.
Whether you are a corporation or an individual,
you can contribute to the Care & Share
movement in different ways.
Your donations to DAS from now until 31 March
2016 will be matched dollar-for-dollar doubling
the impact of your contribution. All donations
will also be eligible for 300% tax deduction.
With this matching grant from the government,
this means a substantial pool of resources for
Singapore's social service sector - in terms of
introducing new programmes, providing financial
assistance as well as strengthening our current
infrastructure to better serve beneficiaries.
If you would like to change a child's life, please
donate now!

“Your donations to DAS from
now until 31 March 2016 will be
matched dollar-for-dollar
doubling the impact of your
contribution. All donations will
also be eligible for 300% tax
deduction.”

www.das.org.sg/donate-to-das
16
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Embrace Dyslexia Unlock Potential
Singapore Cruise Centre
By Deborah Hewes
Head of Publicity and Publications
Singapore Cruise Centre (SCC) today launched a
four-month campaign to raise awareness and funds
for the Dyslexia Association of Singapore.
Mr Lee Yi Shyan, Senior Minister of State, Ministry
of Trade and Industry and Ministry of National
Development, officially launched SCC’s “Embrace
Dyslexia, Unlock Potential” campaign at a
ceremony held on 9 July at the HarbourFront Cruise
and Ferry Terminal.
Mr Lee, who was Guest-of-Honour at the event,
said: “It is an honour to be part of this worthy
cause. As we contemplate our accomplishments
during this period of Jubilee celebrations, let us not
forget that Singapore’s small population means we

have to do our utmost to unlock the potential of
everyone in our society, including those who read
and learn differently from the rest of us. I am
therefore heartened to see corporations such as
SCC celebrate SG50 by giving back to the
community by supporting children from lowerincome families. I hope many of the guests here
today will participate in this meaningful effort.”
During the campaign from July to October,
donation envelopes will be placed at strategic
points throughout SCC’s HarbourFront Cruise and
Ferry Terminal as well as the Tanah Merah Ferry
Terminal to encourage port users to donate a
minimum of $2.

17
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SCC Chairman Mr Soo Lok Len shaking hands with DAS President Dr Jimmy Daruwalla with Mr Lee Yi Shyan, Senior Minister
of State Ministry of Trade and Industry and Ministry of National Development, (left) and SCC CEO Christina Siaw

Donors can drop off the envelopes at the arrival
and departure halls, and the main passenger
concourse. They also stand a chance to win
attractive lucky draw prizes, including ferry and
cruise tickets. SCC launched the campaign with a
donation of $50,000. This amount and those raised
from port users will help students from low-income
families participate in the Speech and Drama Arts
programme conducted by the Dyslexia Association
of Singapore (DAS) Specialised Educational
Services. The programme seeks to hone the
children’s communication skills and boost their selfesteem.
SCC’s Chairman Mr Soo Kok Leng said: “SCC is
grateful to be given the opportunity on this happy
occasion of Singapore’s Golden Jubilee to do our
part for dyslexic children from low-income families.
Through the campaign, we hope to educate the
public on dyslexia and help remove the stigma
attached to the condition. Given access to proper
education and training, dyslexic children are able
to catch up with their peers in learning and reach
their fullest potential in life. Singapore has come a
long way since its humble beginnings to become
the progressive and prosperous society it is now.
We have been blessed in many ways because we
have national policies and programmes in place to
bring out the potential in many of us. As we count
18

“Through the campaign, we
hope to educate the public on
dyslexia and help remove the
stigma attached to the
condition. Given access to
proper education and training,
dyslexic children are able to
catch up with their peers in
learning and reach their fullest
potential in life. ...let us make sure
that we remain an inclusive
society, and that we do not
leave the less successful and
disadvantaged in our community
behind. We must let them know
that they are not fighting their
physical, emotional and financial
battle alone.”
~Mr Soo Kok Leng SCC Chairman
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our blessings and ponder our good circumstance
on the occasion of our 50th year of independence,
let us make sure that we remain an inclusive
society, and that we do not leave the less
successful and disadvantaged in our community
behind. We must let them know that they are not
fighting their physical, emotional and financial
battle alone.”
Mr Lee Siang, DAS Chief Executive Officer, said:
“DAS is very thankful that the SCC not only
identifies with the potential of children with
dyslexia but has taken most positive action to
support them. SCC's generosity will help level the
playing field for children with dyslexia from needy
families as they will be able to access much
needed specialist intervention. This wonderful
project will also significantly raise awareness of
dyslexia amongst Singaporeans and visitors to
Singapore.”
Donors stand to win 50 ferry tickets and 20 pairs of
cruise tickets to be given out through lucky draws
during the campaign. The tickets have been
donated by Star Cruise Pte Ltd, Batam Fast Ferry
Pte Ltd and Bintan Resort Ferries Pte Ltd.

19
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Parents, you can now connect with other parents
to share your experience and knowledge of
raising a child with dyslexia.
Join us on Facebook now.

DAS Parents Network
www.facebook.com/groups/dasparent

Dyslexia Association of
Singapore
www.facebook.com/dysSG

DAS Academy Ltd
www.facebook.com/dasacademy

DAS International Services
www.facebook.com/dasinternational

DAS Student Alumni
www.facebook.com/DasStudentAlumni

20
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Dance Thrilogy in
ASIA’S GOT TALENT
By Deborah Hewes
Head, Publicity and Publications

Asia’s Got Talent Grand Finals were held at
Marina Bay Sands on 7 and 14 May. The 11member all-girl tap dance group comprises of
students aged 9-13, who share a common
passion for all things dance. Their commitment
to their art has grown as they danced together
over the past 2 years.
In their pursuit of excellence in dance, they
constantly juggle school work and dance
commitments, which includes dance exams,
performances and competitions. In this Asia’s
Got Talent journey, which started in September
2014 where the Singapore auditions were held,
the troupe tapped their way into the celebrity
judges' hearts when they scored the maximum
4 "Yes" votes in the Judges' Auditions, and
received a standing ovation from all four
judges during the Semi-Finals.

Dance Thrilogy at the Singapore Auditions!
DAS Students Deanna (L) and Drea (R) below

Dance Thrilogy, were the only Singaporean
team and among the youngest participants to
have made it to the finals. The competition is a
regional version of the global Got Talent
franchise which pits singers, dancers,
magicians, comedians and other performers
against one another for a prize of US$100,000.
The girls formed a bond with one of the judges,
Mel C, and they were grateful for her support
and encouragement.
Dance Thrilogy has two DAS students in its
ranks. Deanna and Drea. Both girls are
recipients of the DAS Student Achiever awards
for their excellence in performing arts.
23
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Dancing Angels
DEANNA &
DREA
Nur Deanna Binte Mohammad Ismael was a
recipient of the DAS Special Achievement Award
in 2013 for her outstanding involvement in
performing arts. She has also been actively
participating in classical ballet and modern jazz
competitions organised at national levels.

Deanna with on of the Asia’s Got Talent Judges, Mel C!

Drea Lai Jie Ning is also a student at DAS
Parkway Parade who recently won the DAS
Special Achievement Award in 2014 for
excellence in Dance, Sports and Overall. Drea is
also a committed Taekwando competitor with a
Black belt!
We are proud to have, among our students at
DAS Parkway Parade, two young ladies who are
full of motivation, spirit and rigour in pursuing
their talent! Congratulations, Nur Deanna and
Drea!
The mothers of both girls are very proud of their
daughters and had this to say about their
participation in the Asia’s Got Talent competition.

Drea with second runner up Gerphil Geraldine Flores
from the Philippines
24
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Deanna
"I feel privileged to have had the
opportunity to participate in the
inaugural Asia’s Got Talent competition.
Being the only act representing
Singapore on the Grand Finals, I was
both elated and humbled. I enjoyed
the camaraderie amongst the
participants most as although we were
competitors, we were also friends,
motivating one another through the
daily rigour of our training sessions.”
~ Deanna
"Every parent wants the best for her child. To me,
the development of character takes precedence
over academic excellence. Deanna has a
passion for dance and is amazingly blessed with
the talent for it. Nevertheless, the choice of
allowing her to participate in the Asia’s Got
Talent and missing a month of school in her PSLE
year was not an easy one. However, she has
gained so much from the experience and has
developed to be a more disciplined and
determined individual."
—Zalina Zakariah-Ismael, Mother of Deanna:

Drea
“I had such an enjoyable time at
Asia’s Got Talent, performing for the
judges and audience around the
world and getting to know friends
from other countries. I have learnt a
lot from the contestants on the show
and saw how hard they have to work
to achieve success. All talents can
only succeed with a lot of hard work!
I am glad and feel very fortunate to
have the chance for this once-in-alifetime experience" ~ Drea
“Beyond all the fun and excitement from the
participation, I am really glad that this journey
has instilled discipline and resilience in Drea.
From having to cope with homework and
preparing for exams in the midst of a gruelling
training and rehearsal schedule, to sacrificing
play for work during the June holidays to catch
up on missed school work, she has learnt the
importance of hard work, discipline and
perseverance.”
—Lim Ser Yee, Mother of Drea:
25
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Congratulations to Chia Weixiang!
A Milestone of Achievement
By Karen Wong
Senior Educational Therapist

I would like to take this opportunity to express
how proud and elated I am for him and to
acknowledge his achievements thus far. With
Weixiang's resilience and great attitude, I am
extremely confident he will continue to strive to
greater heights. Weixiang has recently been
enlisted for National Service and intends to
pursue his University studies in the near future.
Our best wishes to Weixiang and special
mention of Mr and Mrs Chia who have always
been extremely supportive of his learning
journey since I taught him in Primary 5. Once
again, on behalf of DAS, I would like to extend
our HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS to Weixiang
and to his parents, Mr Michael Chia and Mrs
Susie Chia.

Bouquet from Mrs Susie Chia
Hi Karen,
'Here is a picture of Weixiang at his Polytechnic Graduation Convocation.
I am so proud and happy for him. Thank you for your years of help and
guidance. We can never forget what you have done for him.'

26
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The Odyssey
Parenting a Dyslexic Child
By Augustine & Kelly Thong,
Jerald’s Parents

immediately enrol Jerald in DAS remediation
classes in Bedok Learning Centre, where he was a
student at DAS from 2007 to 2013.

In many ways, parenting a dyslexic child – in this
case, our son Jerald – while not an epic, has come
close to resembling an odyssey of sorts.
Apart from a rather traumatic first few months in
Nursery, Jerald subsequently experienced a
relative smooth and enjoyable two years in K1 and
K2, so we had totally no inkling then that he might
have been born with a learning disability.
After a very trying period in Primary 1 and Primary
2, during which his teachers and we observed that
Jerald’s reading and writing skills did not appear
to keep pace with the rest of his academic and
educational development, and having found out
about DAS and done some research about
dyslexia, we applied to DAS for a psychological
assessment for Jerald in late November 2006. The
assessment, subsequently confirmed Jerald’s
dyslexia. He was by then in Primary 3, which
thankfully and in hindsight, was still not late for him
to receive appropriate help.
In the competitive educational landscape that
reflects all too closely the uber competitive society
that is Singapore, this diagnosis, while not totally
unexpected, nevertheless caused us much turmoil
at first. After the initial shock, we decided to
28

The small class sizes at Bedok Learning Centre,
comprising up to 4 students in Jerald’s 2013 class,
coupled with the highly innovative and engaging
teaching methods (including little treats or prizes
periodically as encouragement for effort or good
performance), and most of all the care and
concern of the educational therapists, have made
a world of difference in helping Jerald to bridge
the gap and gain confidence in his academic
pursuits.
We can safely say that Jerald has tremendously
enjoyed his stay at DAS, his teachers and the
friends he has made there over the past seven
years. In this regard, we would like to express our
heartfelt thanks and appreciation to all the
educational therapists who have supported Jerald
in his educational journey. We would like to thank.
Ms Faiza (P3 & P4), Ms Monica Chua (P5), Mdm
Kharul (P6) and Ms Shenmee Lau (S1 – S3) who
have taught Jerald over the years.
During this period, the old adage that ‘it takes a
village to raise a child,’ while perhaps a mite
clichéd, never seemed more true. While we
helped Jerald with most of his school subjects (as
necessary) at home, Grandpa would ensure that
he returned home from school and had his homecooked lunch in time, before ferrying him to his
class at DAS Bedok Learning Centre twice a week
initially and later once a week, and Grandma
would tutor him in Chinese Language, which he
was also struggling with. Weekends (in primary
school) would see me accompanying Jerald (and
his older brother) to swimming lessons at
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Tampines Sports Complex, while certain school
days (in secondary school) would see his Grandpa
or myself picking him up after track and field (long
jump) training, which remains his passion to this
day as a Year 1 student in Catholic Junior College.
On his own, Jerald’s own ability to cope with his
condition may be due in no small part to his laidback and highly sociable nature, although he will
tenaciously pursue his objectives – academically
or in his chosen sport – once he puts his heart and
mind to it.
In relation to school life, we engage with Jerald’s
teachers to keep tabs on his academic and social
development, and especially use the opportunity
during the inaugural Parent-Teacher Conference
each year, to let them know of his learning
disability and share with them some of the tips
gleaned from the DAS’ educational therapists and/
or workshops we have attended concerning the
management of dyslexic students.

ability and challenge him every step of the way.
As the sayings go ‘the sky is the limit’ and
‘believing in the impossible’ have always been my
mantra in my journey with my boy, Jerald Thong.
Along the way, as parents, we need to continue
serving as advocates for Jerald. We understand
that while dyslexia is a learning disability, those
afflicted with it should not be stigmatised, and this
probably involves helping to demystify dyslexia in
our own way among those who are still unfamiliar
with the condition. Isn’t it very challenging to bring
up a dyslexic child, you might ask. Certainly, joy
and frustration in perhaps equal measure, but it
helps as parents and as a family when ‘we know
that in all things God works for the good of those
who love him, who have been called according to
his purpose.’

The various academic and CCA awards Jerald has
clinched over the last several years, culminating in
the awards for ‘Outstanding Progress’ and for
‘Outstanding Performance’ by his secondary
school, St. Joseph’s Institution, for the eight A1’s
that he obtained in the 2014 in the GCE ‘O’ Level
Examination, are testament to the combined
efforts of DAS, immediate and extended families in
supporting one dyslexic student’s journey through
our educational system.
How, if at all, has this odyssey personally
transformed me as a father? Well, for one thing,
with the greater awareness of learning disabilities
and support given to affected students in
mainstream educational institutions up to tertiary
level, I found myself not grumbling at having been
assigned to invigilate a 3-hour session for a group
of students with various learning disabilities, who
had been granted access accommodations in
their recent semestral examinations – where the
normal duration of the papers would have been 2
hours – at the Polytechnic where I teach. After all,
since Jerald has already benefited from the care
and concern of his teachers at DAS and in school,
could I as the father of a dyslexic child myself, do
any less for these children of other parents?
As a mother, my journey with Jerald has been
filled with a gamut of feelings ranging from
anxiety to joy. A constant for me is to be with him
through his ‘ups and downs’ with motivation and
praises to reinforce his self-esteem, believe in his

Jerald Thong
Currently studying at
Catholic Junior College

“We can safely say that Jerald
has tremendously enjoyed his
stay at DAS, his teachers and the
friends he has made there over
the past seven years. In this
regard, we would like to express
our heartfelt thanks and
appreciation to all the
educational therapists who have
supported Jerald in his
educational journey.”
~ Mr and Mrs Thong
29
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Kyler’s Talents
A Gifted Artist
By Lorraine Tang
Educational Therapist
Parkway Parade Learning Centre

A

gifted artist at just 12 years of age,
Kyler’s artworks have attracted immense
attention. At times, viewers are surprised
to find that she is the creator of beautiful
landscape pieces; works of art that indicate a
depth of insight and maturity, hidden within the
artist’s petite frame. Soft spoken and curious,
Kyler is sharp, discerning and when you get to
know her well enough, is armed with a slew of
witty comments too- traits that can be found in a
few of her artworks… if you take a closer look.
Kyler’s parents first noticed her interest in art when
she was 5 years old. They found that she had a
penchant for drawing any chance she could,
whether on papers, storybooks and even on
textbooks. It was at this age when Kyler requested
to attend art classes. Kyler’s parents were aware
of her interest in
drawing and while
they initially
enrolled her into
group drawing
classes, her artistic
abilities soon
became evident.
Thus, she was
enrolled into an
art school that
gave her more
private instruction
in a one to one
setting.

Kyler’s Mother, Mdm
Michelle Tay, believes
that Kyler’s talent
greatly contributes to
her emotional wellbeing. Drawing is
Kyler’s outlet for
expression, and when
she is stressed, she turns to her drawing.
“When she was younger, Kyler
struggled to express herself in words.
When she got upset, she used to
draw human cartoons to explain the
situation and her feelings. Back then,
her drawings did not consist of stick
figures at all, but nice and adorable
drawings to express her sadness,
happiness & frustrations.
For me personally, I find that Kyler's
strength in her drawing is her ability to
depict emotions in the eyes of her
animal or human drawings. I can tell
if she drew the human to be kind,
happy or sad, and for animals, if
it was depicted to be a fierce or
kind animal.”
~ Mdm Michelle Tay
31
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Currently, Kyler’s
favourite medium is
acrylic paint on
canvas and utilising
a palette knife. She
also enjoys digital
drawing with her
fingers, utilising the
iPhone or iPad. She
is currently
attending Haroobee
Art School at The
Esplanade.
As mentioned by
Mdm Tay, our
education system is
highly stressful,
especially so for children with dyslexia who may
sometimes be at the bottom of the education rat
race. Mdm Tay believes that while our dyslexic
children may not perform well in our academic
system, we should not allow this to define who
they are and what they are capable of.
Kyler’s artistry has been paramount in building up
her self-esteem, and her parents hope to preserve
this interest as something she can do sans
32

pressure, alike to her personal ‘de-stressor
companion.’ When asked if Mr Lai and Mdm Tay
have any plans for Kyler’s future, to perhaps
develop a career in the arts industry, they
commented that when the day comes for Kyler to
know what she may wish to do with her talent, they
will fully support her decision then.
Currently, Kyler has a number of commissioned
works to draw, but her parents give her full reign
and freedom to decide if it’s a commissioned
piece that she finds interesting enough to work on.
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If Kyler does decide to go ahead with the commissioned work, they will support her decision and
not for the financial returns, but so that she can further pursue her interest.
Kyler looks up to artists such as Vincent Van Gogh and Leonid Afremov for his palette knife
painting. We are sure that it is only a matter of time before young budding artists look up to
Kyler Lai for artistic inspiration in the future.
33
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We would like to publish your story
By Deborah Hewes
Head of Publicity and Publications

We focus so much about the difficulties children
face in learning, because children with dyslexia
struggle in classrooms everyday. DAS is
embarking on a new campaign, one that we hope
will raise awareness about the strengths and
talents of individuals with dyslexia.
DAS also knows that there are still many students
in the schools in Singapore that have not been
identified and require much needed support.
How does DAS raise awareness about dyslexia
and ensure that those who need help get the
necessary support?
One way is to talk to the public on every occasion
possible, and this year we have embarked on a
significant publicity campaign to reach out to the
community. However, we need to do more and
we need your help.
Are you an adult with dyslexia? Do you have an
interesting story to tell others about your learning
journey? Do you have an interesting career path?
If you would like to step forward then please
contact me:

deborah.hewes@das.org.sg
34

Are you an adult wit h dyslexia?
Can you share your personal story?
Do you have an interesting career path?
Will you be a role model for our students?
We need to hear from you!
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The latest issue of the Asia Pacific Journal of
Developmental Differences contains andarticle on
“Expanding the Provision for People with Dyslexia
in Singapore” as well as research results from the
DAS Maths and English Exam Skills Programmes.
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Connecting Minds and Redefining Possibilities
UnITE SpLD Conference 2015
By Cheryl Cheong
Publicity and Publications Officer
Educators, parents and caregivers came together
to share research and tips about helping children
with Specific Learning Differences (SpLD) at the
inaugural conference organised by DAS Academy
held on 26 June 2015. The conference was aptly
titled UnITE SpLD Conference 2015, which reflected
DAS Academy’s wish that all students with learning
differences be included in the Singapore
educational environment.
The day was filled with an exciting lineup of
speakers and presenters, amongst them Dr Noel
Chia, Associate Professor at the National Institute
of Education (NIE), Ms Mel Cheang, the Locum
Psychologist at Raffles Counselling Centre as well
as Ms June Siew, head of DAS Academy. We also
welcomed Mr Sim Gim Guan, CEO of the National
Council of Social Services (NCSS) as the Guest of
Honour for the event.
The first plenary session was Learning Disabilities:
From Operating Definition to Operational
Application by Dr Noel Chia. He described about
providing support to children and individuals with
specific learning differences such as dyslexia and
autism. An interesting takeaway from his
presentation was the 4C framework. Simply
explained, it shows us how to support the child
while tackling the root of their issues.

Guest of Honour, Mr Sim Gim Guan, CEO of the National
Council of Social Services (NCSS)

Ms June Siew presented at the second plenary
session entitled The Lens You Use to view Dyslexia
and Why It Matters. She shared about the medical
and social models of dyslexia and how it can
facilitate inclusion in society. It was really
heartening to see that more than three-quarters of
the audience are in support of inclusion in the
classroom. Given that majority of the attendees are
in the education sector, it is an encouraging sign
for our children and society.
Conference Chair, Dr Adam Oei
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Pictured from Left to right, Discussion Panel participants DAS CEO Lee Siang, Associate Professor Noel Chia Kok Hwee,
June Siew, Head of DAS Academy and moderator Michelle Lynn Yap, DAS Academy Director of Continuing Professional
Development

The last plenary session for the day was by Ms Mel
Cheang. Her presentation was on Self-esteem and
Dyslexia. Ms Cheang peppered her presentation
with humorous anecdotes about her daughter who
was growing up with dyslexia. She said that selfesteem was formed by many little events in a
child’s life; some issues may be so tiny that
educators and parents think nothing of it at all, but
which will affect the child in many ways. It was a
very enriching experience and I certainly learnt a
lot from this conference. In the following pages,
some of our presenters share articles on their
presentation topics.
To view the presentation slides from the
conference, please visit www.dasacademy.edu.sg
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You don’t remember this?
The Importance of Working Memory and
What Can We Do To Help Children Remember

By Dr Adam Oei
Lecturer, DAS Academy
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I’m sure something similar to the above scenario
resonates with some of us. It represents a failure
of working memory maintenance and illustrates
the limited bandwidth us humans have with mental
processing.

poor performance on math achievement.
Accordingly, working memory capacity, more so
than IQ, measured at the start of formal education
is highly predictive of subsequent literacy and
numeracy attainments.

WHAT IS WORKING MEMORY?

A WORKING MEMORY MODEL

Working memory is defined as a mental
workspace where information is stored for a short
moment for further processing. The capacity of
working memory determines how well we store
information for use in an ongoing task. Working
memory is fundamental to our interactions with the
world on a daily basis. It is highly crucial for many
of the tasks that we undertake, including
arithmetic, planning, learning, speech and
comprehension. Imagine the embarrassment if you
were to have a conversation with someone and
fail to follow the line of conversation because you
forgotten what was said 30 seconds ago.

A popular model of working memory is a tripartite
one that posits that working memory as made up
of a Central executive (the ‘CEO’ of our cognitive
system that is responsible for allocation of
attentional resources, among others) plus two
storage systems– a phonological loop (for verbal
and sound based information) and a visuo-spatial
sketchpad (for visual and spatial information).

Individual differences in working memory capacity
are highly predictive of academic and
occupational success. Specifically, children’s
performances on working memory tests is highly
correlated with reading achievement independent
of their phonological skills. Furthermore, low
working memory capacity is also predictive of

Children with different specific learning differences
have been shown to have working memory
difficulties in these different domains. For instance,
children with reading difficulties tend to have
difficulties with deficits in the phonological loop,
which in turns impact learning of early phonics
skills. This in turn affects reading development.
Conversely, children with ADHD, given their
problems with impulse control have been
characterised as having weakness in the Central
Executive.

“ Working memory is defined as
a mental workspace where
information is stored for a short
moment for further processing.
The capacity of working
memory determines how well
we store information for use in
an ongoing task.”
45
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WORKING MEMORY TRAINING

REDUCE CLASSROOM CLUTTER

Given the importance of working memory in our
daily lives, wouldn’t it be great if we can train and
enhance it? Unfortunately, there is currently no
consensus whether commercialised working
memory training programmes are effective in
improving working memory. However, there is a
number of empirically proven strategies that could
aid children in their learning, regardless of
whether they have working memory deficits or not.
The common thread among these strategies is to
reduce cognitive or working memory load. I outline
two here.

Second, is to reduce classroom clutter. Many
classrooms are often cluttered with decorations,
information and pictures that are not relevant to
the current lesson. Studies show that students in
these highly decorated classrooms spend a larger
portion of their time off task (instead of paying
attention to the teacher). Consequently, students in
these classrooms learn less compared to children
in classrooms that have undecorated walls. In
other words, instead of attending to the teacher,
they are attending to the wall decorations instead,
which in turn reduced the amount of learning.
While a sparse classroom may not be aesthetically
pleasing compared to a well-decorated one,
surely no teacher would want wall decorations to
be competing with him or her for their students’
attention.

STOP MULTI-TASKING
First, is to stop multitasking. Our brains are not
built to undertake several mentally demanding
activities simultaneously. Studies show that people
who multitask frequently have poorer focus and
are less effective in ignoring irrelevant information.
Worse, when one does two or more things at
once, none of the tasks are done well.
Albert Einstein is no psychologist, but he had an
opinion on multitasking that is particularly
enlightening: “Any man who can drive safely while
kissing a pretty girl is simply not giving the kiss the
attention it deserves”. What’s the moral of the
story here? Do one thing at a time.
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“Our working memory is a scarce
resource. Given its importance to
many activities that children
undertake in school, it is important
to be mindful that we, as
educators do not overwhelm their
capacity limits and impede their
learning.”
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Social and Emotional Support for Children
with Specific Learning Differences (SpLD)

By Anita Pereira and Hani Zora Muhamad
Senior Educational Therapists

Daniel Goleman (1995) wrote in his book entitled
'Emotional Intelligence', "IQ is only a minor
predictor of success in life, while emotional and
social skills are far better predictors of success
and well-being than academic intelligence."
Intelligence (commonly measured by IQ scores)
should not be the sole factor influencing a child’s
future success or overall positive adjustment in life.
The secret potion therefore cannot be explained
solely through biological factors. It is in fact,
through the provision of a nurture enriched home
environment and the cultivation of positive habits
such as resilience, perseverance and optimism
that have a deeper impact on a child’s successful
academic functioning.

In recent years, there has been growing interest in
children displaying distress and a lack of
motivation to learn. For children with SpLD, the
disappointments that they experience in the
classroom are often manifested in their behaviour.
They can display an extreme range of behaviours
from being outwardly disruptive or reacting
impulsively to instructions or tasks to inwardly
daydreaming or procrastinating instead of being
attentive.
However, with the right encouragement and
support, these seemingly troubled students have
shown resilience and the resolution to persevere
with difficult tasks.
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POSSIBLE TRAITS OF CHILDREN WITH SPLD:
 Lack of confidence
 Discrepancy between verbal and written

work

 Acting-out behaviour such as task avoidance
 Poor organization of work and other aspects






of life
Poor motivation in learning
Withdrawal/shyness
Discrepancy between out-of-school talents
and
classroom performance
Particularly vulnerable to stress which may
be associated with deadlines or
examinations

Research has shown that positive social and
emotional well-being reduces violence, enhances
adaptive capacities, such as the ability to bounce
back from failure, and provide the foundation for
learning and healthy development. Research has
also shown that many of the problems in schools,
such as poor academic results and weak social
interaction with peers and teachers are the result
of social and emotional weaknesses. How children
feel about themselves and others, shape their
ability to learn. The purpose of building social and
emotional competence is therefore, critical and
enables children to be life-long learners and
effective citizens.

A PARADIGM SHIFT
Social and emotional competence measures the
ability to understand process, manage, and
express the social and emotional aspects of our
lives. The aspects of social and emotional
competence consist of five interrelated sets of
cognitive, affective and behavioural competencies
namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Self-management
Self-awareness
Responsible decision-making
Relationship skills
Social awareness

WHY IS SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL COMPETENCE
VITAL?
Children who are confronted with a multitude of
complicated or distressed feelings cannot and will
not learn effectively. Positive social and emotional
well-being is especially important for children with
SpLDs, such as Dyslexia, Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and Specific
Language Impairment (SLI), who tend to develop
low self-esteem, confidence and motivation.

Social and Emotional Learning Core Competencies
Source: CASEL.org - Collaborative for Academic, Social
and Emotional Learning
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Children with SpLDs are inclined to display
psychosocial difficulties and often report feelings
of not fitting in with their peers. Psychosocial
difficulties relate to the mind’s ability to consciously
or unconsciously, adapt the body to its social
environment where feelings of hostility and
hopelessness in the process of socialisation may
occur. Emotional responses from children can
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occur at any of the following three levels. The first
and most basic level involves neurophysiological
and biochemical reactions to stimuli including all
the bodily processes regulated by the autonomic
nervous system heart rate, blood flow, respiration
and hormonal secretions. The second level is
behavioural where emotions are expressed in a
person’s action – crying, sullen gazes, and
withdrawal from interactions, defiant and delayed
responses. The third level is cognitive and
involves language whether spoken, written or by
which a person labels her feelings such as “I’m
angry”. Therefore, social and emotional
educational efforts with children with SpLDs
include not only understanding and dealing with
their weaknesses or disabilities but also serves to
build psychosocial strengths rather than
weaknesses.
The value of holistic education involves the
stimulation and training of both a child's cognitive
and affective development. Insights from experts
have alerted educators to the critical value of
holistic education, which involves the stimulation
and training of both a child's cognitive and
affective development. By strengthening and
increasing social and emotional educational
opportunities, we will increase our children's
capacity to learn, give them the tools to aspire to
personal and professional achievements, and
enable them to experience personal satisfaction.

develop skills that will enable them to propel
safely in both the academic and social domain.
Fortunately, social and emotional skills can be
learned and enhanced at any age.
Like basic functional tasks such as walking, talking
or even toilet training, the regulation of emotional
response is a developmental achievement which
is not inherent at birth and hence, must be
learned. These skills can in essence, be best
learnt through effective classroom instruction,
student engagement of positive activities within or
and outside the classroom, and broad parent and
community involvement in programme planning
implementation and evaluation. Hence, ient is
never too late to equip our learners with SpLDs
with social and emotional skills so that they can
navigate through life more effectively. It is
important to recognise ways in which parents and
educators, intentionally or not, act to promote the
development of the five core competencies by
recognising how we model, praise behaviours,
and punish children in order to enhance or
undermine their self-understanding.
Resources:

IS IT TOO LATE?
Many mainstream schools today are
implementing and infusing social and emotional
learning competency building into the curriculum.
Many educators are honing their social and
emotional skills through workshops and self study,
and parents too can bring social and emotional
learning into their daily lives.
Boosting social and emotional competence
among children with SpLDs will ensure that they

Cohen. J. (2001). Social and Emotional Education: Core
concepts and practice
Stern, R. (2008). Social and Emotional Learning, http://
memberfiles.freewebs.com/52/00/82020052/
documents/Social%20and%20Emotional%
20Learning.pdf
Thompson, R. A. (2007). The Social and Emotional
Foundations of School Readiness http://
www.researchgate.net/profile/Ross_Thompson2/
publication/253851257_ The_Social_and_
Emotional_Foundations_of_School_Readiness/
links/53e0f3f90cf24f90ff60c553.pdf
Ministry of Education website: http://www.moe.gov.sg/
education/programmes/social-emotionallearning/
Webster-Stratton. C. (1999). How To Promote Children’s
Social and Emotional Competence.
Williams King, E. (2005). Addressing the Social and
Emotional Needs of Twice Exceptional Students
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Uniting the Perspectives that
Divide Dyslexia
50

By June Siew
Head of DAS Academy
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There is no straightforward reply to this seemingly
straightforward question. If one takes each
perspective to the extreme, there are problems
related with each perspective.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Comb the internet or books for an
explanation of the difficulty your child is
facing
Seek help from various professionals
Advocate for the rights of the child within his
classroom and his school
Level the playing field in academic settings
by accessing all accommodations available

If you choose (A) or (B), you can be said to have
the perspective of the medical model of disability,
where the emphasis is on making the child "right".

The medical model of disability emphasises the
importance of diagnosis. Diagnosis is often seen
as a necessary pre-cursor for intervention. An
obsession with diagnosis is problematic because
children with reading difficulties not sufficient to be
labelled dyslexics can be denied precious and
early help. The medical model also downplays the
strengths of the dyslexic and challenges the
dyslexic pride. The child's identity becomes
synonymous with the disability label.
The social model of disability on the other hand
ignores the compensatory work that a child needs
to do to overcome a difficulty. It downplays the
contribution of grit, gumption and resilience that
our disabled learners need to overcome their
weaknesses. The reliance on the state or schools to
provide for the disabled child is also problematic
in countries with an unstable economy and
insufficient resources.
What then, is the best perspective for parents and
educators to adopt?

If you choose (C) or (D), you can be said to have
the perspective of the social model of disability,
where the focus is on disabling the barriers that
exist in the environment.

“The key is to embrace the merits
of each model, yet, be aware
and cautious of the problems that
each perspective brings.
Essentially, recognise and work on
the child's deficits because
learning that is forged out of
necessity is much more powerful
than learning that comes easy. At
the same time, embrace the
social model and create a
dyslexic-friendly environment
around the child. Through this
inside-out approach, you can
help a dyslexic child be the best
that he or she can be.”
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Learning more about

Dyslexia
By Cheryl Cheong
Publicity and Publications Officer

I didn't know much about dyslexia before I
joined DAS. Although there are people in my
life who have dyslexia, it has never been a
big issue to me because I have not
experienced what it was like for them and I
never had to support them.
It all changed when I joined DAS. With a job
scope that includes designing brochures,
flyers, posters and much more, it is essential
that we make our designs dyslexic-friendly.
What did that mean? Does it just mean using
bigger font sizes and simple words?
At DAS, all corporate and support staff are
sent to DAS Academy for a foundation course
in dyslexia. This is to ensure that we are
informed about the clients we serve and
have a good understanding of dyslexia and
the spectrum of services that DAS provides.
Therefore, over five Wednesday evenings, I
went to DAS Academy for lectures. To be
very honest (and at the risk of my job), I
expected boring theory about dyslexia and
was fully prepared to doze off in class. My
classmates included fellow DAS colleagues
from different divisions and members of the
public who were private educators and
parents.
The five lessons are designed to progress
from a theoretical definition of dyslexia, to
practical information such as what the
students are actually learning in DAS classes.
That is something many parents would be
interested in; the ‘mysterious’ lessons at DAS
which are not strictly tuition, but translates
into better grades and improved confidence.
Some of the classes were particularly
interesting to me:
In the first class, we learned about the
different definitions of dyslexia. Different
specialists around the world use different
definitions, but the main points remain the
same - Dyslexia is characterised by a
difficulty in learning to read, write and spell.
We also got to know a little about other
specific learning differences (SpLD) such as
Autism, ADHD and non-verbal difficulties.
Interestingly, 40% of the people diagnosed
with dyslexia also show symptoms of other
SpLD’s.
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After the course, I now appreciate the different
ways in which people with dyslexia learn. This was
what my dyslexic friend told me: “I don’t know how
to describe dyslexia to you because I have never
seen things the way you see them.” But through
this course, I now know a lot more about dyslexia
than before.
I recommend this course to parents as it not only
teaches you more about what dyslexia is, it also
teaches tips and strategies on how to enhance
your child’s learning. For educators, this is a good
course on learning how to spot symptoms of
dyslexia and making your classroom dyslexiafriendly.

The third lesson was extremely engaging and we
found out a lot more about phonics. Most
individuals with dyslexia face phonetic awareness
issues; that is, difficulty in translating a sound into
alphabets and words. Imagine my shock when
even adults such as ourselves find trouble in
getting it right!
Inclusiveness has been a big word in our society
recently and in our final class we learned about
how we can make classrooms and learning
materials dyslexic-friendly to allow students with
dyslexia learn at the same level at their peers.
Other than bigger font sizes, font types and colour
of paper which also plays a huge role in helping
students to succeed, we discussed the importance
of understanding differences and acceptance of
those differences is important to the success of
individuals with dyslexia.

Understand more about Dyslexia and associated
specific learning differences with the Certificate in
Dyslexia Studies course. Or check out more
courses and workshops at the DAS Academy where
you can learn more about how to enhance your
child’s learning.

Visit www.dasacademy.edu.sg
or call 6336 2555 to find out more!
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MOE Chinese
Curriculum
By Cheryl Cheong
Publicity and Publications Officer
As the school syllabus goes through reviews and
changes, those who are affected most are the
students in school. With the Mother Tongue
Curriculum review held in 2010, the new Chinese
syllabus for primary school students has been
rolled out progressively this year starting from
Primary 1.
The SES Chinese Programme team invited Mdm
Wang Yanyan, from the MOE Curriculum Planning &
Development Division (CPDD) – Primary School
division to find out what are the major changes
were in the Chinese Curriculum and how it would
affect students with dyslexia.
Mdm Wang highlighted that there were a few
strategic goals with the new syllabus, one of which
is to ensure that students of different language
abilities are able to learn.

“Many students go through exams
picking random answers in hope
that they get lucky,” said Madam
Wang, describing how it is essential
to understand the way Chinese
sentences are formed instead of
doing tikam (making a wild guess)
during tests and exams.
~ Mdm Wang Yanyan
Unit Head 2, Chinese Language,
Curriculum Planning and
Development Division
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For the past 20 years, Chinese has mainly been
taught as a subject to learn by rote; that is,
students memorise hundreds of Chinese characters
and regurgitate them out during exams. There is
absolutely no opportunity to appreciate and love
Chinese as a language.
The new syllabus brings about a number of
changes, first of which is in the textbook design
and layout. Students are introduced to four
characters in Primary
One and these
characters will grow
along with the
students as they
progress, having
situations that the
students can relate
to in their life, such
as School, Food and
National Holidays.
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The new Chinese syllabus also utilises technology
in helping students learn. They are able to access
a website that provides additional learning
materials such as videos and worksheets.
Through these changes, the Mdm Wang hopes that
students will not treat Chinese as just an exam
subject, but to enjoy the lessons and appreciate
the Chinese language.

How does this affect students
wit h dyslexia?
Students with one or more learning difficulties (e.g.
dyslexia, ADHD and Aspergers, etc) may already
be having trouble with one language, let alone
their Mother Tongue. Many DAS students also
grapple with the correct pronunciation of English
words; throwing hanyu pinyin into their learning
further confuses them.
Learning to recognise individual characters is a big
part of Chinese. Even though some words can be
directly translated into English, it is difficult to
understand the different meanings for primary
school students, let alone dyslexics who have
issues with phonological awareness.

SES Chinese Programme
The SES Chinese Programme aims to help students
with dyslexia become independent, inquisitive
learners in the Chinese language. The lessons will
build up students’ foundation in Chinese before
progressing them onto more advanced stages.

The SES Chinese programes intends to bridge the
gap between their current language ability and the
curriculum taught in school.
The curriculum used by the SES Chinese teachers
takes reference from the MOE syllabus in the area
of word recognition. Students are taught
interactively with the use of stories, educational
games and hands-on activities that creates a multisensory learning experience for them.

To find out more about the
SES Chinese Programme,
please visit the SES website at
www.ses.org.sg
or email

At the end of the session, Mdm Wang had a chat
with our SES Chinese teachers about the language
abilities of students with dyslexia and the ways in
which they learn most effectively.
Piling on external Chinese tuition for students with
dyslexia will not necessarily help them, as putting
more pressure on a weak foundation will do more
harm than good.
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By Michelle-Lynn Yap
Director of Continuing Professional Development

An initiative of DAS, the Register of Educational
Therapist (Asia) [RETA] was conceived in order to
be a central and vital hub where qualified
practitioners could become members and be
recognised for their expertise in the field of
Specific Learning Differences (SpLD).
The Register is regulated by the Registrar and is
quality assured by a Panel of Advisors, including
Dr Kate Saunders, CEO of the British Dyslexia
Association, Professor Angela Fawcett, Research
Consultant, and Geetha Shantha Ram, Director of
MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme & Staff
Professional Development.

The special education field in Singapore is
growing swiftly and steadily, due to reasons that
stem from more awareness of learning
differences, acknowledgement that students with
learning differences need intervention beyond
traditional classroom practice, and the desire of
practitioners to become more qualified in order to
meet those specific intervention needs.
RETA aims to become an independent society that
models on the likes of the Academy of OrtonGillingham Practitioners and Educators (AOGPE) in
the USA, as well as the Professional Association of
Teachers of Students with Specific Learning
Differences (PATOSS) in the UK, offering its
members the opportunity to have their
professional training and competence
documented and presented on the RETA website.

Guided by a Code of Professional Conduct, RETA
defines the role of an Educational Therapist as
one who provides individualised intervention
based on a student’s assessed SpLD profile, and
adopts the following guiding values of Respect,
Integrity, Competence and Empathy to aid in the
understanding of the behaviour and standards
expected of Educational Therapists working in the
field of SpLD. These guiding values place a
responsibility on Educational Therapists to always
be aware of their conduct, and be conscious of
creating an environment where all are proud and
happy to function in.

RETA is a responsible body for Educational
Therapists that make a difference. As a member,
staff will be able to demonstrate their commitment
to helping those who learn differently by making
information on their professionalism known to the
public, thus verifying that they possess the
qualities and experiences, which are vital to the
field of Specific Learning Differences (SpLD).
Members are given exclusive invites to training
and focus groups conducted only for RETA
members, and access to RETA Chronicles, a biannual newsletter that features useful readings
and articles by industry authorities and DAS staff.
Contributions to RETA Chronicles are always
welcomed and contributors will gain CPD hours.
For more information about RETA view the website
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Let’s Drama Mama!
Speech &
Drama Arts
by Mathana Subhas Balan,
for Speech and Drama Arts
Jurong Point Learning Centre

language and understanding the basics of stage
presence such as body angles and positioning.
They were then given the challenge of piecing all
these concepts together during their skit
presentations in every lesson. In Term 2 of 2015,
the students moved on to the next module, which is
Storytelling. They had to creatively use voice
modulations, expressions and body language while
they tell a story. The students biggest challenge
were memorising their lines and delivering them
effectively.

Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty. Often, a
child with dyslexia may be deemed as lazy,
unmotivated and weak. But, it has nothing do with
a person's intelligence. It is vital to understand that
children with dyslexia are made up of a different
kind of mind. A mind that is imaginative, creative,
skilled and gifted.
The Speech and Drama Arts (SDA) programme is a
tailor-made programme to create opportunities for
students to enhance their confidence, creativity and
learning. The SDA programme has two
programmes; Creative Drama (CD) for 7 to 8 year
olds and Literacy through Drama (LTD) for 9 to 12
year olds.
In Term 1 of 2015, the first CD module is Exploring
Voice and Emotions. The students were exposed to
the various emotions, expressions, voice
modulations, and learned the importance of body
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Likewise, in Term 1 2015, LTD started off with the
module, Let Idioms do the Talking. The students
were exposed to a wide variety of idioms which
were infused within the short stories. They had to
comprehend the abstract meaning of the idioms
and to present it in their own creative context.
In Term 2, students moved on to the next module,
Between the Lines where a theme was presented
weekly accompanied with a reading
comprehension passage. The main objective of
this module is to expel the thought that
comprehensions are boring and too tedious. There
is another fun alternative approach! The students
had to understand the context of the theme and
passage thoroughly. This was done in a fun and
creative manner with hands-on activities, visual
aids and skits.
The SDA team strongly believes in giving students
the freedom to express themselves freely,
improving their communications skills, focus and
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concentration. Most importantly, we hope to break
any negative perceptions they may have about
themselves and to boost their self-esteem. As such,
these performances are arranged termly to parents
to showcase their child's talents. The response has
been very positive and our parents beaming with
pride at the end of their child’s performance. Some
parents have been shell-shocked and exclaimed
that they have never seen their child speaking up
and being expressive.

forward and immerse themselves in creative and
imaginative ideas during class. Stepping out of
one's box is a big accomplishment. I am very glad
that through the SDA programme, many students
have stepped out and think out of the box. It is
indeed a huge achievement especially during the
termly performances as I get to see how they have
grown into performers. I am very glad to see
students enjoying drama as much I do!

It has been a year since the SDA programme was
launched in Jurong Point Learning Centre. As the
trainer, I have seen the students grow and mature
in terms of their capabilities and flair for the arts.
Many have grown into confident performers with
zero stage fright They are very willing to come
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Standing up for
Dyscalculia!
Dyscalculia: A Mathematics
Disorder, and Maths
Difficulties in Singapore
by Dr Tim Bunn
Educational Psychologist
Dyslexia Association of Singapore

Helmy Faber is a psychologist, an Educational
Therapist and a doughty campaigner for the needs
of children with maths learning difficulties. She and
I have had some sharp but interesting email
discussions about dyscalculia, what it is and what
should be done about it in Singapore. So it was
interesting to read her new book on Dyscalculia,
which is both a general explanation of dyscalculia
and a plea for more acceptance and supportive
action for people with dyscalculia here.
It is a difficult subject. It is difficult because there is
no consensus within the international research
community about what it is or how it should be
diagnosed. There is not even as much consensus
as about dyslexia, which is far from fully accepted
and understood worldwide.
It is particularly difficult in Singapore because
Singapore has a reputation for teaching maths
extremely well, and there is a tendency to assume
that the child cannot have worked hard enough if
they experience serious difficulties in learning
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maths. Some children do experience difficulty. Is
their difficulty genuine? Unfortunately we have little
or no solid information about the numbers of
children and young people experiencing difficulty
with maths in Singapore. I hoped that Helmy would
have been able to dig up some information about
the scale of the problem with maths in Singapore,
but I was disappointed.
Somehow dyslexia has become quite well
accepted in Singapore, while dyscalculia remains
in the shadows. Helmy Faber believes we should
be much more open and honest about the needs
of a small minority of children with dyscalculia. Is
she right?
Her new book comes in three chapters, the picture
of what it is, the need for support at home, at
school and in the community, and then the need for
early intervention. She interweaves some case
studies, vivid and heart-breaking interviews with
parents and children about their experiences with
maths difficulties in Singapore.
WHAT IS DYSCALCULIA?
She gives a great deal of information about
dyscalculia and maths learning difficulties, how
common it is, what its characteristics are, its
causes, whether there are different types of
dyscalculia, how it is assessed and how what the
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criteria for diagnosis might be. This was one of the
areas of disagreement between us. Helmy feels it
is better to describe about 3-8% of young people
as "dyscalculic", a very small group in a grey inbetween area and a much larger group (another
15-20%) who have maths difficulties. She puts them
all on a continuum, with the dyscalculics at the
severe end.
I happen to think it's more complicated than that,
and that the only clear evidence on causes points
to dyscalculia really being an arithmetic disorder
resulting from a poorly developing area of the
brain where our number sense is located. Most of
our evidence from children with maths difficulties
does not enable us to say whether there is a core
arithmetic difficulty. There can be plenty of other
things that can make learning maths harder,
working memory, dysfluency in recalling maths
facts, visual-spatial and verbal reasoning. So I am
not sure a one dimensional continuum describes
maths difficulties well enough.
She feels that using a "protocol", as advocated by
Dutch maths researchers, can bring greater clarity
to this murky picture. She argues that children must
be less fluent in basic maths operations, and that
children's learning must be seriously delayed

across different maths domains but not across
other learning areas, and there must also be
resistance: children can only be described as
dyscalculic if they have failed to progress
adequately on a suitable intervention programme.

I think these criteria are sensible. My problem
comes when you try to quantify the severity and the
number of domains, and to adequately specify
what a good-enough intervention should be. I
suggest that we in Singapore do need an agreed
criterion when it comes to exam accommodations,
otherwise this "compensation" can be abused. But I
prefer, at this stage of our ignorance, to be more
open about how far behind children have to be
and how many maths areas they should be
struggling with for a diagnosis. I think if we define
dyscalculia as the bottom 5% (say) on a suitable
maths test, we may inadvertently encourage
"failure" and actually not be able to help lots of
other children who have maths learning difficulties.
And by the way, we need a suitable Singapore
maths test!

there is no research to suggest that makes a
difference in maths), splitting maths exams into
smaller sections which can be done of different
days, bringing in memory aids and notes (an
"open book" approach), and the use of a
calculator; she also want students to be allowed to
use a different room. In my experience a separate
room is helpful for some, and it is essential when a
scribe and reader are used; but for most students,
they should have a choice and not have to accept
a separate room if they don't want to appear
different. The extra time is stigmatizing enough!
Helmy is a strong advocate for helping children
with maths difficulties through qualified Educational
Therapy. Many Singaporean children receive
additional tuition in maths, but much of this is
intended to go over the curriculum again and to
practice bits more intensively that have not been
mastered. Much standard tuition, however well
organised, may not really help children with more
severe and more complex maths learning
difficulties and dyscalculia. Children with more
intractable difficulties need a more personal,
individual approach, and they need the
fundamental problems they have with maths to be
addressed, rather than more "patching up" with
even more memorising. I am sure she is right to
advocate specialised maths educational therapy.
Therapy is only part of a web of support she wants
to see, from parents, schools and from the
community as a whole. She draws attention to the
need for more awareness, research and even
perhaps for a dedicated Dyscalculia and Maths
Association of Singapore (DAMAS), along the lines
of one in Holland.
Even though I still disagree with her about what
dyscalculia is, I welcome her book. I did not find it
an easy read, but she is right to ask for more
openness, more information and more research
about maths difficulties in Singapore. By and large
Singapore maths education is very successful. It
can only help to be clearer about the minority of
children for whom learning maths is a daunting
challenge, so we can organise ways to support
and help them more effectively. Singapore has
shown it can provide effective support for dyslexics
through state and voluntary channels. Why not do
the same for maths?

Helmy wants some children to receive exam
accommodations for dyscalculia. I agree, and I
think she is mostly right about what should be
included: extra time, larger fonts (as far as I know
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What You Will Learn:
 Insight into Specific Learning
Differences (SpLD) and the cognitive
processes involved
 Employ a literacy based teaching
approach to support a learner with
SpLD
 Possess an extended teaching
knowledge and experience beyond
a phonics-based approach
 Gain a holistic view of a learner
with SpLD

The next intake for the Specialist Diploma in SpLD is
starting on 13 Aug 2015 with the Educational Psychology
module. Sign up now!
Call 6336 2555 or visit www.dasacademy.edu.sg
The Specialist Diploma in Specific Learning Differences (SpLD) offers a
unique opportunity foru continuing professional development and is
designed to meet increasing demands for higher education in the
73
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September 2015
School Holiday Workshops
Creative Writing
Write it Right
(Factual Recount)
Tues & Wed, 8 & 9 September,
10:30am — 1:00pm
Sec 1 — Sec 3
Rex House
$80

Kids Yoga
Creative Writing
Ideas to Write
Wed 12, 19 & 26 August
(3 Sessions)
4:30pm — 6:30pm
Primary 4 — Primary 6
Woodlands
$98

Monday 7 September,
11:30am — 12:45pm
Primary 1 — Primary 3
Bishan
$15

To register call 6643 9600
holidayworkshops@das.org.sg
www.ses.org.sg
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September 2015 — School Holiday Workshops

Kids Yoga
Children will play an active role in co-creating an interactive
nature themed class. Forms of animals, nature and other objects
come alive as they move and stretch their bodies in creative ways
and get into yoga postures. Together, they will also explore
group poses and cooperative games. Children of all ages and
sizes and varying degrees of athletic abilities can practice yoga as
it is a non-competitive form of exercise.
Benefits of Children’s Yoga:





Improves strength and flexibility
Nourishes creativity
Builds co-ordination and balance
Encourages cooperation and teamwork

Class Size: Limited to 8 students
Bishan Learning Centre
9 Bishan Place
#06-03 Bishan Junction 8
Singapore 579837

Monday
7 September,
11:30am — 12:45pm
Primary 1 to Primary 3
Bishan
$15 (incl GST)

Yoga Trainer Profile:
Puva is an Educational Therapist with the Dyslexia
Association of Singapore and is a certified Yoga
Alliance Teacher. She specialises in children’s yoga
and aspires to touch the lives of children through
movement and mindfulness.

To register call Puva on 6643 9600
holidayworkshops@das.org.sg
Specialised Educational Services is a division of the Dyslexia Association of Singapore
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September 2015 — School Holiday Workshops

Creative Writing:
Write it Right
(Factual Recount)
Using the renowned hamburger method, students are taught how to think through
the exam questions and how to structure their essay so that it effectively
communicates what they know.
Students learn through modelling as our teacher use the “think out loud” to
demonstrate the thinking process involves in writing about a topic.
Students will also be taught grammatical
components such as transition words and modals
so they are able to use them correctly to help
convey what they know.
Class Size: Limited to 8 to 10 Students
Rex House Learning Centre
73 Bukit Timah Road
#05-01
Singapore 229832

Tuesday & Wednesday,
8 & 9 September,
10:30am — 1:00pm
Secondary 1 to Secondary 3
Rex House
$80 (incl GST)

Trainer Profile:
Nicole Chua holds a Masters degree in Specific Learning Differences (SpLD) with London
Metropolitan University, UK and has been teaching children with specific learning
differences for over 6 years. As a Senior Educational Therapist at DAS, she was part of the
MAP-Curriculum Development team who developed the recently launched Advanced
Writing Pack. Her passion and love for writing has led to the start of SES Creative Writing
Workshop series which she infuses Orton-Gillingham teaching approaches into all learning
activities to give children with learning differences an edge in learning. Nicole has conducted
a string of very well-received workshops since the series launched in 2013.

To register call Nicole on 6643 9600
holidayworkshops@das.org.sg
Specialised Educational Services is a division of the Dyslexia Association of Singapore
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September 2015 — School Holiday Workshops

Creative Writing:
Ideas to Write
Lack of ideas? Writing Lack Structure?
Need help interpreting Composition Questions?
At our workshop, students are taught:

How to break down model stories and recreate stories
through hands-on and game-like activities.

To attempt Composition Questions (New Syllabus).

Sentence Construction through diagramming.
Class Size: Limited to 6 students
Woodlands Learning Centre
Blk 165 Woodlands St 13
Singapore 730165

3 x Wednesdays
12, 19 & 26 August
(3 Sessions)
4:30pm — 6:30pm
Primary 4 to Primary 6
$98 (incl GST)

Trainer Profile:
Nicole Chua holds a Masters degree in Specific Learning Differences (SpLD) with London
Metropolitan University, UK and has been teaching children with specific learning
differences for over 6 years. As a Senior Educational Therapist at DAS, she was part of the
MAP-Curriculum Development team who developed the recently launched Advanced
Writing Pack. Her passion and love for writing has led to the start of SES Creative Writing
Workshop series which she infuses Orton-Gillingham teaching approaches into all learning
activities to give children with learning differences an edge in learning. Nicole has conducted
a string of very well-received workshops since the series launched in 2013.

To register call Nicole on 6643 9600
holidayworkshops@das.org.sg
Specialised Educational Services is a division of the Dyslexia Association of Singapore
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Yue Jia Xian Age:12 Parkway Parade Learning Centre
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Tan Kok Hwee, Sec 2, 13+ years old
Submitted
by Nur Alia Salim, Educational Therapist, Bedok Learning Centre
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Lau Cheuk Nam, Sec 3, 14+ years old
Submitted by Nur Alia Salim, Educational Therapist, Bedok Learning Centre
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Ang Wei Sheng, Sec 2, 14 years old
Submitted by Nur Alia Salim, Educational Therapist, Bedok Learning Centre
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Zhen Hao, Sec 2, 14 years old
Submitted by Deon Poh, Learning Centre Manager and Educational Therapist, Bedok Learning Centre
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Smoking should be banned in public places.
Do you agree?
Introduction
Have you ever come home with the stench of smoke clinging to your
clothes? Or inhaled a cloud of smoke as a group of smokers passed,
causing you to cough and choke? Neither experience is pleasant.
That is why I strongly agree that smoking should be banned in public
places.
Body
Body 1
To begin with, smoking poses a great health risk to smokers
themselves. Excessive smoking can lead to cancers such as lung
cancer, throat cancer and mouth cancer. I know of a case whereby
smoking ruins a person’s life. Nelson was a promising handsome
bachelor in his late thirties. Brilliant and wealthy, he was a CEO in a
well-established company. However, he was a heavy smoker who
smoked about two packets of cigarettes per day. In no time, he was
diagnosed with lung cancer and spent his last few years in pain and
agony. He passed on recently, leaving behind aged parents and loved
ones.
(Lucas Suah, Sec 2 and Kimberly Jeremiah, Sec 1)

Body 2

Next, non-smokers should not have to live with the dire
consequences of the smokers’ actions. Smoking can be dangerous
not only for the smokers, but also for those around them. Secondhand smoke is the third leading cause of preventable death. People
working in casino, for example, are up to eight times as likely to be
in danger of the effects of second-hand smoke.
(Darius Lin, Sec 2)
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Body 3
Additionally, smoking in public places sets a bad example to children
and teenagers. Children may think that smoking is a habit with no
undesirable consequences and nothing will happen to them. As for
teenagers, they would think smoking is a trend and smoking would
make them look cool and fashionable. I had a friend who was only
12 years old. He started smoking for a wrong reason. He thought
that by smoking, he could fit in with his friends but he was utterly
wrong. No matter how hard he tried, he still failed. In the end, he
was still rejected by his friends.
(Elton Yeo, Sec 3)

Body 4
Not only is smoking bad for people, it is also harmful to the
environment. The smoke from the cigarettes causes the air to be
toxic. To make matter worse, smoking is also a lurking threat to the
surroundings. Smokers leave their cigarette butts everywhere – on
the ground, void deck and grass. This is a major concern as it is a
fire hazard and in serious case, may cause fatal death.
Conclusion
Therefore, smoking should be banned in public places. Non-smokers
should not be adversely affected by the choice of the smokers. To be
fair to the smokers, I would suggest designating a small area in
public places as a smoking area for smokers to enjoy their deadly
pleasure. In this way, non-smokers can be kept safe if they avoid
those smoking areas. In addition, posters depicting victims of
smoking-related cancers should be conspicuously displayed in public
places so as to discourage smokers from smoking.
(Darius Lin & Lucas Suah, Sec 2)
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Grab one today!
www.dasacademy.edu.sg/teaching
-tools/assistive-technologyresources.html
All DAS Parents will receive a 5% discount
(All prices are subject to change)
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